	

 	


Celebrity Treatment
You Can Afford

THE DF FACIAL
Hollywood’s Choice
Getting Under Your Skin

Advanced Skin Care Procedures

Nurturing Your Skin Cells
For Optimum Health

By Dr. Lance Setterfield

Luxurious DF Facial
Includes deep cleansing, exfoliation,
reparative mask, vitamin A & C concentrate infusion and sonic massage

Iontophoresis
Increasing vitamin absorption by up
to 400%

Sonophoresis
Sonic penetration massage increases absorption by up to 4000%

Acacia Dermacare
Aesthetic and Skin Treatment Clinic
Victoria, British Columbia

Featuring The DF Facial
250-381-SKIN (7546)

www.acaciadermacare.com

Q: I’ve heard about a new facial treatment on Extra TV
that Hollywood is raving about. Can you tell me about it
and why is it so fabulous?
A: Yes, it’s called the DF Facial. This is one of the most effective
treatments in the world today for enhancing the penetration of high
doses of vitamins into the skin. It can reduce pore size, even skin
tone, tighten, lift and brighten your skin, while providing an overall
healthier appearance. “Fibroblasts”, (cells that play the biggest
role in keeping skin young), require Vitamins A and C to make collagen and elastin. Modern skin care is not just about the right ingredients, but about delivering those ingredients to the depth of
the fibroblasts, where they do the most good. Only the DF Facial
penetrates to these levels.
Q: What makes this facial treatment better than others?
A: This treatment uses the Ionzyme® DF machine which applies
sound waves and electrical fields to make your skin more permeable, thus increasing the absorption of natural essential vitamins
and antioxidants necessary for treating various skin problems.
This treatment is one of the best choices for improving sun damage, wrinkles, brown spots, acne and rosacea. The DF machine is
designed to stimulate maximum thickening of the skin to allow intense absorption of vitamins. It better controls pigment production, restores normal skin blood flow, and properly oxygenates
your skin. The DF Machine is possibly the most advanced
penetrant-enhancing machine available today.
Q: There are so many choices out there, choosing a facial
seems more complicated now, any guidance for those of
us that are confused?
A: This is more than a beauty facial. If you are looking for a
results-driven facial and strive to achieve healthy skin, this treatment is for you. You might find it helpful to know this is an excellent treatment if you are considering cosmetic surgery or if you
have had surgery and are now wishing to maintain those results.

